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Hidden behind the veil of their secret society the group known as the Illuminati have still managed to

garner great attention and acclaim. They have been blamed for everything imaginable such as

being the igniting force behind the French Revolution and being the real masterminds behind the

9/11 attacks. They have even been credited with assassinating both Presidents Lincoln and

Kennedy, because these two celebrated presidents made the unfortunate mistake of trying to usurp

their unquestionable power.The so called conspiracy theorists say that they are hell bent on

ushering in their new world order which consists of the establishment of a one world government, a

one world army and destroying the sovereignty of every nation. They are said to be implementing

their New World Order through organizations they are identified with as being part of like The

Bilderberg Group, The Council on Foreign Relations, The Trilateral Commission, The Club of Rome

and many others. There are prominent families who are also said to be part of the Illuminati like the

Rockefellers and the Rothschilds. But are these assertions valid? Does popular society have it right

or have they simply misunderstood this secret group? Have they been given a bad rap?In his

revealing book entitled Who Are The Illuminati: The Secret Societies, Symbols, Bloodlines and The

New World Order author Frank White takes a critical look at this powerful underground secret

society, who they are and what their intentions are in a world filled with scorn for them. He explores

not only the true facts about the group, but also the urban legends attributed to them, some of which

are true and others of which have been greatly exaggerated. For example, do they really control the

world and everyone else are just slaves to their whims and madness? Do they have a stranglehold

on the entertainment and music industries and are the popular stars just puppets carrying out their

agenda to the masses? Did they really order the murder of pop superstar Michael Jackson? These

questions and many more will be answered in this explosive book.
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First of all I would like to thank the author for having the courage to write this book â€œWho Are The

Illuminati. It had to take a lot courage because he is revealing shocking secrets of the ruling elite. He

reveals their names and the groups and organizations that they belong to. Some of the groups

Iâ€™ve heard of, but a majority of them I have not. The great thing about reading this book is that

the author backs up his assertions with facts. He actually refers to certain speeches that members

of the illuminati have made and just to make sure that he was telling the truth I Googled these

speeches and lo and behold they came up. I was even able to see YouTube videos of these actual

speeches!I must admit that at first I approached this book with a skeptical eye and you probably will

too, but once you read the book and examine and research the facts presented in it you will come to

the conclusion that this book is right on the money which is scary in itself. Scary because The

Illuminati are not a myth, but a reality and they are wreaking havoc upon the world with their New

World Order agenda and False Flag operations. But donâ€™t despair the author gives concrete

ways on how we can collectively and effectively defeat this powerful and satanic group.Overall this

book is impressive and it deserves 5 stars as it covers a wide range of topics such as Illuminati

symbols, the bloodlines of the Illuminati families, the satanic rituals that they practice, how they were

created, their ties to Freemasonry, their control of the entertainment industry and whole lot more.

The author even lays out the facts of why the Illuminati had the motive to kill Michael Jackson!

The good - Quite well written and easy to read. Raises some salient points about the world

economic and political system and where it is heading. Also over population and the environment. In

this respect I agree with a lot of what is asserted. These are matters that should concern us all and



could be a double edged sword.On the other hand, no evidence is given for a functioning illuminati

and a lot of the book is just conspiracy theory conjecture. There is not a shred of evidence to prove

anything that is claimed. Are there cabals of super rich people and entire families operating at the

global level with their own agendas. Certainly. Are they illuminati? Pure conjecture. Is their goal

global economic domination - probably for some or them and on some level? Is this motivated by

illuminati doctrine? Unlikely. Will they use Eugenics etc to achieve their goals and are many of them

Satanists? Probably not.Probably worth reading this book if you haven't thought more widely about

the socio economic political aspects of life on our planet but focus on the general picture, not all the

detailed conjecture as it is pretty spurious.

The Illuminati lie at the heart of all conspiracy theories and this book takes you deep behind the

curtain that hides this shadowy organization that many refuse to believe exists. Even those of us

who maintain a fashionable collection of tin foil hats find it hard to accept that such a powerful group

exists, but as Frank White takes you to the core of the group and explains who it consists of, how

they operate, and what they've been responsible, it becomes quite difficult to maintain a dismissive

attitude.It's an intriguing examination that will take you from the entertainment industry to the

wealthiest families in existence as it makes its case. From population control and Agenda 21 to

seemingly random deaths of well known figures, it would seem the Illuminati have their dirty fingers

into every cookie jar to be found. Whether you believe it or not, you'll find this a compelling study

and come away with a lot to think about.

I didn't know anything about the Illuminati before reading this. Ok I had heard of them from movies

but this book really showed me a lot of scary stuff there they are supposedly responsible for.

There's a lot of information here and you will want to do additional research after you finish reading

but now it makes me wonder about a lot of things that have been happening lately. Is it true? I don't

know but this book makes a convincing argument that kept me up late thinking about it. It is well

written and well researched and a very thought provoking read about the forces that shape our

world.

This is a very insightful look at the world of the Illuminati, the powers they have, the influence they

possess and the many areas of society they dominate. The Illuminati is a secret society that have

been shrouded in mystery for over two hundred years and they still are, but here is a collection of

evidence that will give you an understanding of how they operate and just how far their influence



extends. The author has cleverly gathered and written everything you will ever find on the Illuminati,

including their bloodline and affiliated families. The evidence is all around us, we see signs of them

everywhere, but no one knows who they really are. I absolutely loved this book; I have been looking

for a book that was as comprehensive as this for a long time! Definitely worth a read; I think that this

should become common knowledge for everyone. This isnâ€™t a conspiracy, itâ€™s a fact!

Ignorance is not bliss, get a copy today! *****
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